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Appendix 1 

Table A1. Landscape variables considering the class ‘forest’ for the three fragmented landscapes located in 

the municipalities of Tapiraí/Piedade (50% forest cover), Cotia/Ibiúna (30% forest cover), and Ribeirão 

Grande/Capão Bonito (10% forest cover). Note that as forest cover decreases, the area covered by the largest 

patch, the number and mean size of forest patches, and the mean proximity among forest patches decreases, 

while the mean distance to the nearest patch increases. Instead, clumpiness – a measure of forest 

configuration (i.e. fragmentation per se) – is similar among landscapes.  

 

  50% 30% 10% 

% covered by the largest patch  14.76 3.62 0.99 

Number of patches  355 340 323 

Mean (± SD) size of patches (ha) 15.37 ± 92.22 9.46 ± 29.66 3.75 ± 9.71 

Mean (± SD) distance to the nearest patch (m) 52.74 ± 42.02 60.09 ± 58.53 101.46 ± 114.09 

Mean (± SD) proximity to surrounding patches* 1739.58 ± 5602.12  541.21 ± 1215.81 93.72 ± 294.56 

Clumpiness* 0.93 0.91 0.91 

* See McGarigal et al. 2002 for the formulae 
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Figure A1  

 

Figure A1. Sampling coverage (mean ± SE among sites of the percentage of observed richness relative to 

estimated richness by ACE) in the three continuously-forested landscapes (full symbols) and the three 

adjacent fragmented landscapes differing in the amount of remaining forest (50%, 30% and 10%; open 

symbols). Triangles: landscapes in Tapiraí/Piedade (fragmented landscape with 50% forest cover); circles: 

landscapes in Cotia/Ibiúna (fragmented landscape with 30% forest cover); squares: landscapes in Ribeirão 

Grande/Capão Bonito (fragmented landscape with 10% forest cover).
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Appendix 2 

Analyses of βRC and βRC-abund separately for each of the three regions 

In these analyses (Fig. A2), the theoretical species pool was defined separately for each of the three 

study regions (Tapiraí/Piedade, Cotia/Ibiúna and Ribeirão Grande/Capão Bonito). For each region 

the species pool included all species captured in the continuously-forested landscape and/or in the 

adjacent fragmented landscape. Otherwise, the methods followed the same procedure described in 

the main text. 

Regarding both the first and the second central questions of our work, the results are 

qualitatively the same as the analyses presented in the main text, which considered all the three 

regions together and included all captured species in the species pool. Concerning the first question 

(and the occurrence data), in all of the regions, mean within-landscape βRC values were negative in 

both the continuously-forested landscape and the adjacent fragmented landscape (Fig A2a–c), 

indicating the importance of deterministic processes leading to more similar communities within 

each landscape than expected by chance. Contrary to predictions by neutral models, there is no 

indication of  increasing importance of stochastic processes with habitat loss in any of the regions, 

since in none of them the mean within-landscape βRC value was substantially higher (closer to zero) 

in the fragmented landscape compared to the continuously-forested landscape. On the other hand, in 

the region containing the 30% forest cover landscape, the mean within-landscape βRC value was in 

fact substantially lower in the fragmented landscape compared to the continuously-forested 

landscapes, thereby indicating an increase (rather than a decrease) in the importance of 

deterministic processes to community assembly within the fragmented landscape.  

Regarding the investigation of biotic homogenization (question 2, abundance data), there 

was a decrease in mean within-landscape βRC-abund with increasing forest loss across the three 

fragmented landscapes, while all continuously-forested landscapes showed similar, positive mean 

within-landscape βRC-abund values (Fig. A2d–f). Mean βRC-abund within both the 50% and 30% forest 

cover landscapes were also positive, and were only slightly lower than the mean βRC-abund within the 

adjacent continuously-forested landscape. On the contrary, mean βRC-abund within the 10% forest 

cover landscape was the only negative value, and thereby much lower not only compared to the 

adjacent continuously-forested landscape, but also to any other landscape. This indicates that, 

taking abundance into account, small mammal communities within all landscapes are more 

dissimilar than expected by chance, with the exception of the fragmented landscape with the highest 

level of habitat loss (10% forest cover), where communities are indeed more similar than expected 

by chance. These results suggest a strong biotic homogenization within this landscape. 
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Figure A2 

 

Figure A2. Non-metric multi-dimensional scaling (NMDS) ordinations of sites in two landscapes within 

three different regions based on βRC (a–c) and βRC-abund (d–f) between sites. Each region contains a 

continuously-forested landscape (full symbols) and a fragmented landscape (open symbols). The three 

regions differ by the amount of forest cover in the fragmented landscape (50%, 30% and 10%). Polygons 

enclose sites within the same landscape. Numbers within polygons are mean βRC (a–c) and mean βRC-abund (d–

f) among all pairs of sites within each landscape. 
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Appendix 3 
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Figure A3. Three-dimensional non-metric multi-dimensional scaling (NMDS) ordinations based on (a) βRC 

(stress = 16.6), and (b) βRC-abund (stress = 15.4) between sites within six landscapes with different amount of 

forest cover. Open in internet-browser to see movie. Colors refer to different landscapes. Dark red, red, and 

orange: continuously-forested landscapes; olive green: landscape with 50% forest cover; light green: 

landscape with 30% forest cover; yellow: landscape with 10% forest cover. The additional R script provided 

as supplementary material allows manual rotation of axes. x: NMDS axis 1; y: NMDS axis 2; z: NMDS axis 

3. 
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Figure A4. Non-metric multi-dimensional scaling (NMDS) ordinations based on βRC-abund between sites 

within six landscapes with different amount of forest, including species-specific abundance information. 

Polygons enclose sites within the same landscape. Colored circles represent species occurrence. Sizes of 

circles are proportional to species abundance relative to total abundance (across all species) at each site. 

Colors refer to different landscapes. Dark red: continuously-forested landscape adjacent to landscape with 

10% forest cover; red: continuously-forested landscape adjacent to landscape with 30% forest cover; orange: 

continuously-forested landscape adjacent to landscape with 50% forest cover; olive green: landscape with 

50% forest cover; light green: landscape with 30% forest cover; yellow: landscape with 10% forest cover. 

Species were grouped into: (a) species present exclusively in continuously-forested landscapes or in 

continuously-forested landscape and the more forested fragmented landscapes (30 and 50% forest cover); (b) 

species present in all landscapes or predominantly in fragmented landscapes. Within groups, species are 

ordered from the higher to the lower number of landscapes where they occur. 
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Appendix 4 

Correlations between mean βRC/ βRC-abund and mean distances between sites within 

landscapes 

Species occurrence (βRC) 

There was little variation in mean βRC between sites within landscapes across the six landscapes 

(results from our question 1), despite large variation in mean distance between sites within 

landscapes across the six landscapes (Fig. A5a). This leads to no correlation between mean distance 

and mean βRC within landscapes across landscapes (Fig. A5a). As we argue in the manuscript, all 

six landscapes present very similar negative values of mean βRC, indicating community composition 

is more similar than expected by chance at all landscapes, irrespective of differences in distance 

between sites across landscapes. 

 

Species abundance (βRC-abund)  

We observed that mean beta-diversity (βRC-abund) between sites is lower within the 10% forest cover 

landscape compared to all other landscapes (results from our question 2, Fig. 2b), indicating that 

communities are more similar than expected by chance in this landscape. However, there is no 

correlation between mean distance between sites within landscapes and mean βRC-abund between sites 

within landscapes across the six landscapes (Fig. A5b). Therefore, differences in the mean distance 

between sites across landscapes are not associated with the observed lower value of mean βRC-abund 

within the 10% forest cover landscape. 
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Figure A5. (a) Mean βRC ± SD and b) mean βRC-abund ± SD between sites in relation to mean distance ± SD 

between sites within each of six landscape. Full symbols: continuously-forested landscapes; open symbols: 

fragmented landscapes. Triangles: landscapes in Tapiraí/Piedade (fragmented landscape with 50% forest 

cover); circles: landscapes in Cotia/Ibiúna (fragmented landscape with 30% forest cover); squares: 

landscapes in Ribeirão Grande/Capão Bonito (fragmented landscape with 10% forest cover). Pearson´s r and 

associated probability are given in a) the upper left corner, and b) the lower left corner. 




